QADIYANIAT: BEFORE & AFTER

H

OLY PROPHET HAZRAT MUHAMMAD 3 is the last of the Prophets of

Allah and his teachings of Islam will remain in force till the Day of Judgment, a fact
that has been endorsed by Allah Almighty in about 100 Verses of Holy Quran besides in 210
Ahadith-e-Mubarika. If anyone dares to claim for himself that “Nabuwwat” has been assigned to
him, he is classed not only as a non-believer but also destined to be murdered, as Prophethood has
ceased to exist after Hazrat Muhammad 3. This firm belief is called “Khatm-e-Nabuwwat” which
is a pre-requisite to be a Muslim. Follower of a so called prophet loses his status of
“Believer”(Muslim)by violating this basic principle (Finality of Prophethood) of Eman.
After the Holy Prophet 3 passed away from this mortal world, many improvident persons,
greedy of fame and honour, viz; Musailma Kazzab, Talha bin Khuwelid, Aswad Ansi, Sajjah bint-eHaris etc., claimed to be Allah’s apostles who were exterminated by the Muslim Ummah in spite of
limited sources and unfavourable circumstances, to safe guard the “Khatm-e-Nabuwwat” belief by
laying down their lives for the noble cause.
It was in the year 1857 after the Independence War lost by Muslims in undivided India when
the British plotted conspiracy against Islam / Muslim community to extinguish the flame of Jihad
from minds of Muslims. To achieve their satanic / evil designs, the British selected one astrayed
amongst Muslims, a government servant Mr. Ghulam Ahmad from the Indian town of Qadian and
motivated him for claiming himself an apostle of God in order to damage the belief of Khatm-eNabuwwat and also of Jihad for the purpose. He (Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani) in lust of material
benefits / status, agreed to claim himself as apostle of God in continuity of Prophethood of Hazrat
Muhammad 3 under the umbrella of British Imperialistic rule and created a self-styled Muslim
community with the title “Jama’at-e-Ahmadiya” to encounter the teachings of True Islam. As such,
his followers declare / term themselves as “Ahmadi” (also named as Mirzaie / Qadiyani) who,
besides Indo Pak sub continent, have dispersed in Africa and Europe to preach their beliefs based on
the teachings of their self-styled Prophet. Their goal is to tarnish the image of True Islam and
discourage the Muslims from participation in Jihad for protection of their belief in “Khatm-eNabuwwat” and fight in the name of Allah to stop them guarding against the teachings of Islam.
Qadiani beliefs are not only against Islam in totality but also detrimental to the noble cause of Islam.
They fall under the purview of BLASPHEMY. The teachings aimed at harming Basic Islamic
Principles, are being publicized / propagated by Ahmadies through Books, Journals and Electronic
media to provoke Muslim sentiments and create unrest amongst the masses at the behest of their
Foreign Masters. Our renowned poet and Muslim Scholar Allama Muhammad Iqbal, categorically
mentioned in his letter to Hindu leader Mr. Jawaher Lal Nahroo that “I have no doubt in my mind
that the Ahmadis are traitors both to Islam and country.” (Thoughts and Reflections of Iqbal Page
306, by Syed Abdul Vahid).
He further said:
“I became suspicious of the Quadiani movement when the claim of new prophethood, superior
even to the prophethood of the Founder of Islam, was definitely put forward, and Muslim
world was declared “Kafir” (infidel). Later, my suspicion developed into a positive revolt
when I heard with my own ears an adherent of the movement mentioning the Holy Prophet of
Islam in a disparaging language”. (See “Thoughts and Reflection of Iqbal, page 297 - 1973
Edition).
Muslims can not even think to recognize Mirza Qadiani as Apostle of God, the same being not
in line with the belief of “Khatm-e-Nabuwwat”, Whereas Qadyanis, while condemning the Muslims
as non believers, pose themselves to be a sect of Muslims rather true Muslims, all over the world.
Qadianis are not only making mockery of Islamic rituals and beliefs through vocal /print media but
also openly preach their false / non-divine beliefs through their literature being published in their

newspapers, journals and electronic media to accomplish their nefarious designs which causes severe
tension among Muslims and create Law and Order situation in the country. A movement for
declaration of status of Qadianis as “NON MUSLIMS” began in the year 1953 which resulted in
great massacre of agitators leaving above 10,000 Muslims martyred only in Lahore. The movement
remained dormant for quite sometime and regained momentum in the year 1974 in the regime of Mr.
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the then Prime Minister of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, which embraced
success. After a thorough debate in the Elected Parliament for 13 days having listened to the
Qadianis’ point of view in detail, they were declared as “NON MUSLIMS” through consensus vote
on 7th September, 1974. It was a unique historical decision made by the Pakistan Parliament, not on
the strength of cruel majority, but by consensus of all parliamentarians. Qadianis did not accept this
verdict and continued their anti-Islamic activities aimed at ridiculing Islamic rituals, resulting in
promulgation of “Prohibition of Qadiyaniat Ordinance” and addition of Sections 298-B and 298-C in
Pakistan Penal Code in the year 1984. The aforesaid Penal Provisions expressly prohibit Qadianis
from indulging in Anti-Islamic activities, to pose themselves as Muslims or declare their religion as
Islam.
Qadianis not only refused to accept the ban but also flouted the said ordinance at behest of
their Khalifa Mirza Tahir by daringly violating the provisions of the ordinance. They termed the
ordinance as “Violation of Human Rights” and challenged the same in the courts at higher level. The
competent courts decided the case on merit and gave the verdict by upholding that the Ordinance
directing the Qadianis to refrain from using Islamic guise in line with the Constitution of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan was justified.
Decisions made by the honorable Apex Courts are binding and applicable to all. It is a pity that
least number of Police Officers and Elite Bureaucracy of our country are aware of the contents of the
Section 298-B and 298-C of PPC which are binding on the Qadianis to shun their anti-Islam
activities forthwith. It appears that none of the Elite Bureaucracy has bothered to go through the
historical decision of the Apex Court in case titled “Zaheer ud Din Versus State 1993 SCMR 1718”
which has clearly directed the Qadianis to refrain from BLASPHEMY, in individual as well as
collective capacity. This can provide guarantee for the maintenance of Law and Order in the country.
The decision is available in the relevant Law Books but it is regretted to observe that even partial
observance of this law is not visible anywhere due to the lethargic and ignorant, rather un-Islamic,
attitude of the high ups in Bureaucratic hierarchy. It is a matter of great concern that although a law
passed by the parliament with consensus and Section 298-C of PPC which do exist in Law Books,
empowering the Apex Administration to curb the anti-Islamic activities of Qadianis, yet their
daringly flouting of legal provisions is over looked. Muslim community has repeatedly requested the
Govt. of Pakistan to fulfill their innocent/harmless and legitimate demand to direct the Qadianis to
abide by the law in letter and spirit to ensure strict compliance of decisions of Apex Courts of the
country and to bring an end to the prevailing anxiety among the masses.
Qadianis feel proud to claim that they have distributed translation of Holy Quran (according to
their own false beliefs and concepts) in 100 languages of the world to mislead naive Muslims in less
developed countries but it remains an astonishing fact that they have not circulated translations of the
books of their self styled Apostle (Prophet) Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani (which he had compiled /
consolidated in Books titled “Roohani Khazain” spread in 23 Volumes) anywhere in the world. I can
challenge without even an iota of doubt that if only the English translations of books written by
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani are distributed among Europeans and like, the people there will
become aware of the factual position, and not only laugh at the Qadianis and their apostle but also
doubt their mental health. I must quote one important excerpt from a book written by Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad Qadiani wherein he has attempted to prove himself as the Christ: He says:
“God named me Maryam; I remained in the character of Maryamiyat (Female character) and
was developed in veil. Spirit of Jesus was induced in me like Maryam and I was impregnated
as metaphor; then labour pains compelled Maryam (meaning me) to move towards the stem of
Dates tree, and after many months, not beyond 10 months, I was transformed from Maryam to
Jesus; and as such I stand for Ibne Maryam (son of Maryam)”.
(C.f Kashti-e-Nooh, Pages 47-48, contained in the book titled Rohani Khazain, Vol 19 pages

50-51 by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani).
All the books written by said Mirza Qadiani are quite absurd / stupid and ridiculous which only
a maniac can believe, as the same are against logic and established ethics / norms.

May Allah accept this effort and make it a source of inspiration and guidance for all of us. (Amen)
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